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Wazdan’s golden dragons are waiting to give your players a truly hot adventure 
and keep them engaged for longer� 

9 Burning Dragons is a 9-reel slot that will immerse your players with its 
simple mechanics, oriental symbols, and the attractive Hold the Jackpot 
Bonus Game� Beware! This game is really hot!

Our goal is to attract more players to your casino and increase your numbers� 
Adding 9 Burning Dragons to your casino grid will facilitate your growth� 
Be roar-ady for success!

        

Game Title:

Game type:

Game features: Hold the Jackpot bonus, Wild, 
Gamble Feature, Buy Feature

Reels:

RTP:

Volatility:

Min bet:

Max win:

Unique Wazdan Features:

Supported Platform:

Languages:

Supported OS:

Markets:

9 Burning Dragons

Slot Games

96�12%

Volatility Levels™ (Low, Standard, High)

0�1 EUR

9

2187x bet

Game ID: 65930
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Currencies: All currencies & cryptocurrencies
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Gathering at least 3 Bonus symbols takes your players to the dragon’s den in the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game full of fiery attractions� During the Bonus round, 
huge dragon’s claws hold all Bonus symbols stuck to the reels� At the beginning of each Bonus round, the lavish beasts award your players with three Re-Spins� 

Each new Bonus symbol resets the number of Re-Spins to 3� Your players benefit from the benevolence of the Bonus Game until Re-Spins are finished or all reels are 
filled with Bonus symbols� When the Bonus Game ends, the red-hot dragons breathe the fire of wins and award your players with prizes for the number of collected 
Bonus symbols – they may grab Mini, Minor, or Major Jackpot symbols� The more Bonus symbols they collect, the bigger prize they get� The Grand Jackpot of 2187x 

player’s bet is paid after collecting all 9 Bonus symbols� 

Hold the Jackpot
The game takes your players to a dragon’s den and immerses them for good.
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Bonus Symbol
Drawing 3 Bonus symbols activates the Hold the Jackpot Bonus Game� When the Bonus 
Game ends, the prize is paid for the number of collected Bonus symbols� Collecting Bonus symbols 
allows players to progress through Mini, Minor, and Major Jackpots to finally hit the mesmerizing 
Grand Jackpot and win 2187x their bet�

Wild Symbol 
Wild Symbol substitutes for all symbols except for Bonus symbols� 
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Unique Gamble Feature
Want to double your win? Try your luck in our Unique Gamble 
Feature! You can do it up to 7 times!

Buy Feature
Not a big fan of waiting for your favorite bonuses to appear? 
With our Buy Feature they will happen at your wish!
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Volatility Levels™ 
With our slots you can enjoy freedom of choice! Control your 
gameplay with three Volatility Levels™�

Ultra Fast Mode
In a hurry for Big Wins? Choose Ultra Fast Mode and enjoy 
a rapid and exciting game!

Big Screen Mode 
Enjoy the bigger picture with larger reels view that fills the 
entire screen!

Find out more about Unique Wazdan Features here�

https://wazdan.com/en/unique-wazdan-features
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Explore the benefits 
of Cash Drop
This intuitive promo tool boosts players’ experience and increases 
KPIs� What`s more, Cash Drop can be launched on every Wazdan`s 
game without any integration�

Want to find out more? 
Check out all about the Cash Drop promo tool here�

https://drop.wazdan.com/
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Roar! Red-hot 9 Burning Dragons are waiting for your players – release the game 
and let them feel the thrill of adventure! 

PLAY DEMO

https://wazdan.com/en/lp/9-burning-dragons

